Four Types of Advertising for your Political
Marketing Strategy

This November, Americans will go to the polls and vote on legislation, and
for politicians to represent them at both a local and national level. These
next few months are important to every campaign as they build a strategy
that will attempt to reach and persuade as many people as possible to
support certain issues. If you are trying to build support for a candidate or
cause, here are four ways you can create a message that voters will engage
with.
1) Print Advertising
For as long as newspapers, magazines, and periodicals have been
published, politicians have been buying advertising space in them to
communicate with voters. Even now, with the different styles of media that
exists, a political ad in a printed publication is still a great investment to
introduce a candidate and their platform. Ads offer the opportunity for
politicians to post their positions on certain issues, show their face so that
they are recognized by voters, and allow people to grow familiar with their
name. It helps build a familiar recognition with a name, face, or slogan.

2) Digital Ads
As news media expanded into the digital age, so did the advertising strategy
of a political campaign. Marketing online offers you the ability to target
certain demographics of people to engage with. These ads can be designed
to be shown to people in a certain area, who have a history of visiting other
sites, or fit into a desired user persona. They can be as simple as your print
ad online, or it can be a video message, or even an interactive animation.
The goal is always the same, to engage with the audience visually and
direct them back to your website.
3) Social Media Messaging
With the growth of social media, political marketing messages are now
expanding to popular social networks as a way to gain support for
candidates and causes. A social campaign can be defined by two
philosophies: organic and paid advertisements. Organic advertising means
that you are growing your following naturally. That you share your message
through posts that connect with people on a personal level. These are the
videos, text, and photos that excite followers to share, like, and comment on
your posts.
Paid advertising helps you expand your reach faster and further than
organic growth. You can pay to promote a particular post or page in a
certain region, or to particular demographics.
4) Video Messages
It wasn’t too long ago producing a video message would have been a very
expensive option for a candidate or cause. Thanks to the accessibility and
affordability of high definition cameras and the popularity of online videos,
sharing a video message has become easy and common. It doesn’t have to
be long or professionally produced, it just needs to connect with viewers and
encourage them to learn more about your campaign.
As Election Day draws near, you’ll be looking for the most effective ways to
reach out and connect with voters. They need to be designed to engage
with an audience and inspire them to take a desired action. Your marketing
strategy needs to find a balance between new and traditional media in order
to engage with as many registered and likely voters as possible.

